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Codewave Verdict: 4/5

Excellent tool for development, impressive

accuracy in turning design to code.

#1 FIGMA

Discover the power of “Dev Mode” in
Figma, a game-changing feature that
bridges the gap between design and
development. With Dev Mode,
designers can generate clean,
production-ready code directly from
their Figma designs. 

CSS Code Generation

KEY FEATURES

DEV MODE
Automatically generate CSS styles directly
from your Figma designs.

Accurate Design-to-Code Translation
Ensure pixel-perfect implementation of
your designs.

Developer Collaboration
Foster a more efficient collaboration
between designers and developers.

Speed and Efficiency
Expedite the handoff process and
eliminate repetitive tasks.
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#2 TABNINE

Want to write clean, efficient code? Try
Tabnine, the revolutionary AI-powered
coding assistant. Tabnine goes beyond
the typical code suggestions, using
machine learning to predict and suggest
entire lines of code. 

It’s like having an experienced
programmer right at your fingertips. 

Intelligent Autocompletion

KEY FEATURES

AI CODE ASSIST
Get contextually relevant code suggestions
as you type.

Predictive Typing
Tabnine suggests entire lines of code based
on your context.

Multiple Language Support
Supports a wide range of programming
languages for diverse coding projects.

Versatile IDE Integration
Seamlessly integrates with popular IDEs,
enhancing your coding workflow.
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Excellent tool for coding. Impressive

Predictive Typing & Autocompletion.

WANT US TO REVIEW A TOOL?
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#3 CODEPUSH

CodePush allows developers to push
updates directly to their users’ devices,
eliminating the need for app store
submissions and ensuring a seamless
user experience. Whether you’re fixing
bugs, enhancing features, or rolling out
new content, CodePush enables you to
deliver updates instantly.

Rapid Deployment

KEY FEATURES

MINUS DRAMA Push updates to your app without waiting
for app store approvals.

A/B Testing
Test new features on a subset of users
before a full rollout.

Rollback Capability
Safely revert to a previous version if
issues arise.

Cross-Platform Compatibility
Works with popular frameworks like
React Native and Cordova.
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May raise concerns over security & limited

control over updates. Assess carefully.


